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_Civic Tech

gov20.govfresh.com/defining-civic-innovation-definition-open-government

Digital tools and technology that improve public 
processes and systems, promote engagement  
between communities and governments,  
and improve the lives of individual citizens.

http://gov20.govfresh.com/defining-civic-innovation-definition-open-government/
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_Open Spending

openspending.org
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ulmapi.de/kleinerspatz

_Kleiner Spatz



_Civic Tech improves…

- participation 
- information 
- communication 
- transparency 
- efficiency

Governments are starting to open up as 
institutions and to leverage technology.



_OpenGLAM

openglam.org

OpenGLAM is an initiative that promotes free 
and open access to digital cultural heritage 
held by Galleries, Libraries, 
Archives and Museums.



_Mission statements of cultural institutions

"Enable access to everyone who wants to do research“ 

#British Library 

"To provide diverse audiences with the best quality  
experience and optimum access to our collections,  
physically and digitally.“ 

#Victoria & Albert Museum 

"Our core values are: accessibility, sustainability,  
innovation and cooperation.“ 

#National Library of the Netherlands 



_Cultural mediation “non digital“

… but often a “read-only“ experience, interaction is 
limited. 

Public Domain



_Cultural mediation “digital“

… a “read-write“ experience, rich in interaction. 

Non digital and digital experience of culture  
have to go hand in hand. 

Public Domain



_Challenges of cultural institutions

- Institutions are working on tight budgets.  
- Little space for experiments. Failure not an option. 
- In order to be successful in the digital age,  
institutions have to be relevant online.



_Approach #1

- Institutions are working on tight budgets. Innovation 
within tight budgets = difficult to impossible

Cultural heritage institutions as #platforms!



_Approach #2

- Little space for experiments. Failure not an option.

Create spaces for experiments. #labs 

Get in touch with innovative spaces & groups in your 
area. Invite them. Talk to them. #hackdays #meetups



stadt-koeln.de/leben-in-koeln/stadtbibliothek/zentralbibliothek/musik-medien-makerspace

_Labs and makerspaces



_Data hubs

eatdrinkbrand.nl/rijks-conserven-het-concept



  It’s all about new concepts of        
  collaboration.



 Collaboration in the „non-digital“

Community Service: Libraries on wheels.

Public Domain, DPLA



 Collaboration in the digital

Techies, designers and cultural lovers building 
digital tools for their communities and the 
public.

CC-BY-SA Hack your City, Open Knowledge Foundation Deutschland, Foto: Sam Muirhead



2014 & 2015



CC-BY 2.0, Gap in the bridge by Ewen Roberts, flickr

_Bridging the gap
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CC-BY 3.0 Coding da Vinci, Foto: Thomas Nitz



kick-off event 
data presentations & hacking

sprint 
10-weeks time to further 

develop  
the project ideas

awards ceremony 
project presentations



CC-BY 3.0 Coding da Vinci, Foto: Heiko Marquardt

_Kick-off with 150 participants



_Some of the 37 cultural institutions



_Over 50 data sets re-usable

codingdavinci.de/daten



_37 developed projects

codingdavinci.de/projekte

CC-BY 3.0 Coding da Vinci, Foto: Thomas Nitz



Projektideen       http://cdvinci.hackdash.org/

_2014: chirpy clock  
          rise with a tweet

farbtrommel.de/zwitscherwecker/de



Projektideen       http://cdvinci.hackdash.org/

Finalist 2014/15 TV Hackathon  
Winner

_2014: Mnemosyne/ We 
make known  
      finding w/o searching

wemakeknown.com



Projektideen       http://cdvinci.hackdash.org/

_2015: Großstadtziegel 
        oral history

codingdavinci.de/projekte/?project_id=2



_2015: Imperii Viz 
    who is who in history

github.com/danielbaak/imperii-viz



_Next steps

#Coding da Vinci Nord - 2016

#Coding da Vinci - 2017

We want to further develop Coding da Vinci 
and will offer a year round program for our 
community and the cultural institutions.

A regional cultural hackathon will take 
place in Hamburg, organized by our 
Community. Join in, bring data!
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codefor.de



CC-BY-SA 2.0, Critter for opensource .com

_Let’s strike out in new directions! Together.



  Thank you!

Helene Hahn 
Project Lead OKF DE 

Mail: helene.hahn@okfn.de 
Twitter: @pluscha


